Let’s work together to expand our social network and engage members!

Nurse Practitioners are encouraged to upload pictures of themselves and friends or colleagues onto the Facebook CANP-Central Chapter website.

We would like to see "NPs in action" or "NPs having fun" - but please keep it PG-rated!

The key to remember after uploading a photo onto the Facebook site is to TAG yourself AND the individuals who are also in the photo.

The winner will be the person with the most "LIKES" from their photo.

If there is a tie, the individuals will be notified on 9/28 and encouraged to upload a second photo for a "tie breaker" contest that will run until October 5th. Again, we are looking for the individual who has the most "LIKES" for their picture.

The winner will be presented with a beautiful gift basket.

Rule: The winner MUST be a CANP-Central Chapter member (paid in full!)
Student NP Members are encouraged to take part!

*If there are questions, please refer to the "Social Media Tips - The Basics" under the NEWS tab on the San Diego – Central chapter link of the CANP website.*

The winner will be announced at the October meeting!